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Let g > 1 be an integer and sg(m) be the sum of digits in base g
of the positive integer m. In this paper, we study the positive in-
tegers n such that sg(n) and sg(kn) satisfy certain relations for
a ﬁxed, or arbitrary positive integer k. In the ﬁrst part of the paper,
we prove that if n is not a power of g, then there exists a nontrivial
multiple of n say kn such that sg(n) = sg(kn). In the second part of
the paper, we show that for any K > 0 the set of the integers n
satisfying sg(n) K sg(kn) for all k ∈ N is of asymptotic density 0.
This gives an aﬃrmative answer to a question of W.M. Schmidt.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The distribution of various arithmetic functions on positive integers written in given base g > 1 is
a classical area of investigation and a huge body of literature on this topic has been published. In this
paper, we denote by sg(n) the sum of digits in base g of the positive integer n and study positive
integers n such that there is some relation between sg(n) and sg(kn) for some small positive integer k
which might be speciﬁed or not. For example, ﬁrst we study the numbers n having a nontrivial
multiple m (that is, m/n is not a power of g) such that sg(n) = sg(m). More precisely, let
Ng =
{
n: sg(n) = sg(kn) for some integer k = g
}
.
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Ng contains all positive integers except for the powers of g .
Theorem 1. The set Ng consists of all positive integers which are not a power of g.
Let (ag(n))n1 be the sequence deﬁned by
ag(n) =min
{
kn: k = g, sg(n) = sg(kn)
}
, if n ∈ Ng,
and ag(n) = 0, otherwise. Our Theorem 1 shows that ag(n) = 0 for all n = g . In base 10, we have
(a10(n))n1 = (0,110,12,112,140,24,133,152,18,0,1001,300,2002, . . .).
This is sequence A087303 in [10].
It seems interesting to study the extremal orders of ag(n). Our next result gives some nontrivial
estimates on ag(n).
Theorem 2. The inequalities
n
(
logn
log logn
)1/3
 ag(n) exp
(
n
(logn)(1+o(1)) log log logn
)
hold for almost all positive integers n.
Taking n = gm + 1, we see easily that ag(n) = g3m + 1. In particular, ag(n)  n3 holds for inﬁnitely
many n. Furthermore, taking n = 1 + g + · · · + gp−1 where p is a prime number and noting that
M = 1 + g2 + · · · + gp−1 + gp+1 = n − g + gp+1 is a nontrivial multiple of n with the same sum of
digits, we get that in fact ag(n)  n also holds for inﬁnitely many n.
A problem closely related to the determination of the set Ng is to study the set of positive inte-
gers n such that the inequality sg(n)  sg(kn) holds with some ﬁxed integer k  2 coprime with g .
In 1980, Stolarsky [12] proved that the set of positive integers n satisfying the above inequality with
g = 2 and k = 3 has density 1/2. He called such numbers 3-sturdy numbers. He also introduced the
k-sturdy numbers as being the numbers n such that s2(n) s2(kn), as well as the sturdy numbers, as
being the numbers n which are k-sturdy for all positive integers k.
Schmidt [9] proved that for every ﬁxed odd integer k  3, the set of k-sturdy numbers has den-
sity 1/2. He also showed that the sturdy numbers have density 0.
He asked (see p. 608 in [9]) for the following generalization of this problem.
Question 3. Given K > 0, is it true that the set of numbers n with
s2(n) K s2(kn) for all k 1,
forms a set of asymptotic density 0?
In this paper, we give an aﬃrmative answer to Schmidt’s question.
Theorem 4. Let g  2 and K > 0. For x 3, the number of positive integers n x satisfying
sg(n) K sg(kn) for all k 1,
is O (x/(log x)1/2). In particular, such numbers form a set of asymptotic density 0.
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Theorem 1. With a bit more care, it is possible to replace the exponent 1/2 on the logarithm in
Theorem 4 above by 1− ε, where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 1, which
is elementary. Section 3 consists of the proof of Theorem 2, which uses some results on the joint
distribution of sg(n) and sg(hn) in arithmetic progressions with small prime moduli, due to the ﬁrst
author and G. Tenenbaum [4], as well as an upper bound for the Carmichael λ-function of n valid for
almost all positive integers n, due to P. Erdo˝s, C. Pomerance and E. Schmutz [5]. The last section is
devoted to the proof of Theorem 4. The idea of this proof is to apply a recent result of Bourgain [2] on
exponential sums. For this, we also need an estimate of Tenenbaum [14] on the number of positive
integers n  x with a large divisor having only small prime factors, a result of Banks, Garaev, and
the second author [1] on the order of the subgroup of (Z/nZ)∗ generated by the number g , and an
upper bound on the counting function of the positive integers n such that sg(n) is abnormally small
obtained by Mauduit, Pomerance and Sárközy [6].
Throughout this paper, we use the Landau symbols O and o and the Vinogradov symbols , 
and  with their usual meanings. The constants implied by them depend on the number g . We
denote by P+(n) (respectively by P−(n)) the greatest (respectively the smallest) prime factor of the
positive integer n with the conventions P+(1) = 1, P−(1) = ∞. We use p and q with or without
subscripts for prime numbers.
2. The proof of Theorem 1
First suppose that n has at least two nonzero digits in base g:
n = c1g1 + · · · + ct gt ,
with t  2, 1  c1, . . . , ct  g − 1 and 0  1 < · · · < t . Write n = ab, where all the primes divid-
ing a divide also g and b is coprime to g . Clearly, there exists a natural number α such that a | gα .
Since (b, g) = 1, it follows that gλ(b) ≡ 1 (mod b), where for a positive integer m we use λ(m) for
the Carmichael function of m, which is the maximal order of invertible elements modulo m. Thus,
gt+α+λ(b) ≡ gt+α (mod n). We now put
M = c1g1+α + · · · + ct−1gt−1+α + ct gt+λ(b)+α.
We then have
M ≡ c1g1+α + · · · + ct gt+α (mod n) ≡ ngα (mod n) ≡ 0 (mod n).
It is also obvious that sg(M) = sg(n). Since g1 ‖ n and gα+1 ‖ M , the equality M = gkn can only be
satisﬁed by the integer k = α. But we easily check that M− gαn = ct gt+α(gλ(b) −1) = 0. Thus, M/n is
not a power of g .
Suppose next that n has only one nonzero digit in base g . If n = g , then it is clear that n /∈ Ng .
Thus, assume now that n = cg , where 2  c  g − 1. If c and g are coprime, we then take M =
g(c − 1+ gλ(c)) and it is clear that n | M and that M/n = 1+ (gλ(c) − 1)/c is not a power of g . More
generally, if c = c1c2, where c1  2 is coprime to g and all prime factors of c2 divide g , we then
take α to be such that c2 | gα and put M = g+α(c1c2 − 1 + gλ(c1)). The integer M has two nonzero
digits and n only one, thus M/n is not a power of g .
Finally, if n = cg , where all prime factors of c divide g , we can then take M = g+α(c − 1 + g),
where again α is suﬃciently large such that c | gα .
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If we write n = ab, where all prime factors of a divide g and b is coprime to n, then for almost all
positive integers n we have that a < logn. Now the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the inequality
ag(n) gα(n)+λ(n)n (1)
holds for all positive integers n ∈ Ng , where we put α(n) for the smallest α such that a | gα . Since
a < logn for almost n, it follows easily that gα(n)  (logn)ω(g) , where ω(g) is the number of distinct
prime factors of g . In particular, the inequality gα(n) < n holds for all suﬃciently large n in a set of
asymptotic density 1.
Now Theorem 2 of [5] shows that the inequality
λ(n) n exp
(−(1+ o(1)) log logn log log logn)
holds as n → ∞ in a set of asymptotic density 1. Thus, using inequality (1), one gets easily that
ag(n) exp
(
n
(logn)(1+o(1)) log log logn
)
holds as n → ∞ in a set of asymptotic density 1, which is the upper bound of Theorem 2.
For the lower bound, let x be large and let H be some parameter depending on x and tending
to inﬁnity with x to be chosen later. We count the number of n  x such that sg(n) = sg(hn) holds
with some positive integer 2  h  H which is coprime to g . Let us ﬁx the number H . Let p >
max{H(log H)1/2, g} be some prime depending also on x to be ﬁxed later. Corollary 2.10 in [4] shows
that under these conditions, we have
Ah,p,a(x) = #
{
n x: sg(n) ≡ sg(hn) ≡ a (mod p)
}
= x
p2
+ O (x1−c0/(p2H log H)),
where c0 is a positive constant depending on g . Assuming that
xc0/(p
2H log H) > p3, (2)
and that x is large, we then see that the inequality
Ah,p,a(x) <
2x
p2
holds uniformly for 2 h H and a ∈ {0,1, . . . , p − 1}. Thus,
A(x) =
∑
2hH
gh
#
{
n x: sg(n) = sg(hn)
}

∑
2hH
gh
#
{
n x: sg(n) = sg(hn) (mod p)
}
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∑
2hH
gh
∑
0ap−1
Ah,p,a(x)
 2Hx
p
 x
(log H)1/2
= o(x) (3)
as x→ ∞. Inequality (2) tells us that we should choose p such that
c0 log x> 3p
2H log H log p.
Choosing p to be the ﬁrst prime > H log H , we get that the above estimate implies that
c0 log x
(
3+ o(1))(H log H)3,
giving
H = (c1 + o(1))
(
log x
log2 x
)1/3
as x → ∞,
where c1 = (9c0)1/3. Since, ag(n)  Hn holds for all n  x with the exception of a set of positive
integers n of cardinality o(x) as x → ∞ (see inequality (3)), the lower bound follows. The proof of
Theorem 2 is complete.
Schmid [8] proved that if k1 = k2 are ﬁxed odd integers and a is a ﬁxed integer, then the asymp-
totic
#
{
n: 0 n < x: s2(k1n) − s2(k2n) = a
}∼ x√
2πV (log x/ log2)
e−
a2 log2
2V log x
holds as x→ ∞, where
V = 1
2
(
1− gcd(k1,k2)
2
k1k2
)
.
Applying this asymptotic with (k1,k2) = (1,3) yields the lower bound
#
{
n x: a2(n) = 3n
} x√
log x
.
It is perhaps possible to generalize the result of Schmid to other bases. Steiner [11] obtained a
very general result on the global joint distribution of sequences {sg(P(n))}n1,  = 1, . . . ,d, where
P1, . . . , P are polynomials in Z[X]. It would be very interesting to obtain a local result for the above
joint distribution at least for the case of linear polynomials.
4. The proof of Theorem 4
For coprime positive integers g and n, let tg(n) denote the order of g modulo n. For x  2, we
deﬁne the following functions of x:
y0 = exp
(
(log x)1/2
)
, z0 = exp
(
(log x)3/4
)
,
y1 = exp
(
(log x)1/8
)
, z1 = exp
(
(log x)1/4
)
. (4)
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The idea of this proof is the following. Since an is small for almost integers n, its sum of digits is
very small. The main ingredient of the proof then consists in ﬁnding for almost all positive integers n,
a multiple of bn , say kbn , with very few and sparse nonzero digits, such that an(kbn) = kn has a small
sum of digits.
Deﬁne the following sets of primes
P = {p: tg(p) < p1/2(log p)−10}
and
Q(x) = {p  x: p ≡ 1 (mod d) for some d > z1 with P+(d) < y1}.
We denote by P(x) the set P ∩ [1, x]. The following lemma turns out to be quite useful.
Lemma 5. The following estimates hold:
#P(x) = O
(
x
(log x)2
)
, (5)
#Q(x)  xexp(−c0(log x)1/8(log log x)), (6)
where c0 = 1/16. In particular,
∑
p>y
p∈P
1
p
 1
log y
, (7)
and
∑
p>y
p∈Q(x)
1
p
 exp(−c1(log y)1/8(log log y)), (8)
where c1 = 1/17.
Proof. Estimate (5) appears in Lemma 4 in [1], and estimates (7) and (8) follow from estimates (5)
and (6) by Abel’s summation formula. Thus, it remains to prove estimate (6). For x 1, y  1, z  1,
we deﬁne the function Θ(x, y, z) by
Θ(x, y, z) = #
{
n x:
∏
pν‖n
py
pν > z
}
. (9)
Let u = log x/ log y, v = log z/ log y and 
 be the Dickman–de Bruijn function. Tenenbaum [14,
Eq. (1.5)] showed that for all ε > 0 the asymptotic
Θ(x, y, z) ∼ e−γ x
∞∫

(t)dtv
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y  2, 1 z expexp
{
(log y)3/5−ε
}
, z x1−ε,
provided that both u and y tend to inﬁnity. More precise asymptotic formulas for Θ(x, y, z) appear
in [13] and [14] (see also [3] for a less precise asymptotic which is valid in a larger range for z
versus y).
We now have
Q(x) ⊂
{
p  x:
∏
qν‖p−1
qy1
qν > z1
}
.
Since the function 
 satisﬁes 
(t) = t−t+o(t) for t → ∞, we have
#Q(x)Θ(x, y1, z1)  xe−v(log v)/2  xexp
(−c0(log x)1/8(log log x)), (10)
which is what we wanted. 
Before continuing, we point out that the cardinality of the set Q(x) with a somewhat larger value
of y1 was also studied in Theorem 2 in [7].
Lemma 6. Let x  2. The following properties are satisﬁed by almost all integers n  x with at most
O (x/(log x)1/2) exceptions:
(i) an  z0;
(ii) bn is squarefree;
(iii) If p | bn, then p /∈ P ∪ Q(x), where these sets of primes are deﬁned in the beginning of this section;
(iv) If d | bn, then tg(d) > d2/5 .
Proof. We assume that n > x/(log x)1/2, since there are at most x/(log x)1/2 positive integers n failing
this condition.
We begin with (i). By the deﬁnition of Θ given in (9), the number of positive integers n  x not
satisfying (i) is exactly Θ(x, y0, z0). As in estimate (10), we have
Θ(x, y0, z0)  xe−v(log v)/2  xexp
(−c2(log x)1/4(log log x)),
where c2 = 1/8. Thus, there are at most O (x/(log x)1/2) positive integers n x failing (i).
If n  x fails (ii), then there exists a prime p > y0 such that p2 | n. Given p, the number n  x
which are multiples of p2 is  x/p2. Thus, the number of n x failing (ii) is at most

∑
y0px1/2
x
p2
 x
y0
= x
(log x)1/2
. (11)
If n  x fails (iii), then there exists p ∈ P ∪ Q(x) such that p | n and p > y0. The number of such
positive integers n x is at most
∑
p∈P
p>y
x
p
+
∑
p∈Q(x)
p>y
x
p
 x
log y0
= x
(log x)1/2
.0 0
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ﬁes (i), (ii) and (iii), and let d be a divisor of bn . Then d is also squarefree, and we have
tg(d) =
[
tg(p), p | d
]
,
where [tg(p), p | d] denotes the least common multiple of all the numbers tg(p) taken over all the
prime factors p of d. Since tg(p) | p − 1 holds for all p, it follows that if q | gcd(tg(p), tg(p′)) for two
distinct prime factors p and p′ of d, then q | gcd(p − 1, p′ − 1). The number of positive integers n x
for which there exists q > y1 such that q | gcd(tg(p), tg(p′)) for two distinct primes factors p, p′ of bn
is at most
∑
y1<q
√
x
p,p′≡1 (mod q)
x
pp′
 x
∑
q>y1
( ∑
mx
m≡1 (mod q)
1
m
)2
 x(log x)2
∑
q>y1
1
q2
 x(log x)
2
y1
.
For the remaining n, we have
[
tg(p), p | d
]

∏
p|d
tg(p)∏
p|d
∏
qν‖p−1
qy1
qν
.
We now use the fact that, by (iii), the prime factors of d do not belong to P ∪ Q(x). Thus,
[
tg(p), p | d
]

√
d
(z1(logd)10)ω(d)
,
where ω(d) stands for the number of distinct prime factors of n. By the well-known Hardy–
Ramanujan bounds, ω(n) is very close to log logn for almost all n. More precisely,
#
{
n x: ω(n) > 10 log log x
}

∑
nx
3ω(n)−10 log log x
 x(log x)−10 log3
∏
px
(1+ 3/p)
 x(log x)3−10 log3  x(log x)−7.
Thus, for all positive integers n x with at most O (x/(log x)1/2) exceptions, we have
[
tg(p), p | d
]

√
d
(z1(logd)10)10 log log x
.
We now recall that P−(d) > y0. Thus, for x large enough we have
z10 log log x1 = exp
(
10(log x)1/4 log log x
)
 y1/200  d
1/20
and
(logd)100 log log x  exp
(
100(log log x)2
)
 d1/20.
Thus, (iv) is also satisﬁed for all positive integers n x with at most O (x/(log x)1/2) exceptions. 
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Lemma 7. Let n be an integer satisfying Lemma 6. There exists an absolute constant 0 ∈ N such that for  0
and x x0(0) large enough, the congruence
g j1 + · · · + g j ≡ 0 (mod bn) (12)
has a solution ( j1, . . . , j) ∈ {0, . . . , tg(bn) − 1} .
Proof. For t ∈ R, we use the notation e(t) = exp(2iπt). Let S denotes the number of solutions in
{0, . . . , tg(bn) − 1} to the congruence (12). We have
S = 1
bn
bn∑
h=1
( tg (bn)−1∑
j=0
e
(
hg j
bn
))
= (tg(bn))

bn
+ 1
bn
bn−1∑
h=1
( tg (bn)−1∑
j=0
e
(
hg j
bn
))
= (tg(bn))

bn
+ R, (13)
say. We will prove that for  large enough the term R is suﬃciently small. The main tool for this
proof is the following lemma of Bourgain [2].
Lemma 8. Let q ∈ N and H ⊂ (Z/qZ)∗ be a multiplicative subgroup such that |H| > qδ , δ > 0 arbitrary. Then
one has the exponential sum estimate
max
a∈Z∗q
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈H
eq(ax)
∣∣∣∣< c3q−ε|H| for some c3 > 0 and ε = ε(δ) > 0.
To apply the above lemma, we must work with irreducible fractions h/d. We write
R = 1
bn
∑
d|bn
d =1
∑
1hd
gcd(h,bn)=1
( tg (bn)−1∑
j=0
e
(
hg j
d
))
.
If we write j = u + λtg(d) with 0 u < tg(d) and 0 λ < tg(bn)/tg(d), we then have
g j ≡ gu (mod d).
Thus, we also have
|R| 1
bn
∑
d|bn
d =1
∑
1hd
gcd(h,b )=1
(
tg(bn)
tg(d)
)∣∣∣∣∣
tg (d)−1∑
j=0
e
(
hg j
d
)∣∣∣∣∣

.n
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Lemma 8 with H = 〈g〉, which is the subgroup of (Z/dZ)∗ generated by g , and with δ = 2/5. We
obtain the following estimate for R:
|R| (c3tg(bn))

bn
∑
d|bn
d =1
ϕ(d)d−ε  (c3tg(bn))

bn
π2
6
y3−ε0 . (14)
Here, ε and c3 are the positive constants given by Lemma 8. In the last upper bound above, we
used the fact that the inequality ϕ(d)d−ε  d−2 y3−ε0 holds for all d > y0 when 3 − ε < 0. Finally,
combining estimates (13) with the bound (14) on R , we have
S 
tg(bn)
bn
(
1− π
2
6
c3 y
3−ε
0
)
> 0,
provided that  > 3ε−1 and that x is large enough, which completes the proof of Lemma 7. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.
Let K > 0. Let x be large enough. Let M(x) be the set of positive integers n  x satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 6 such that∣∣∣∣sg(n) − (g − 1)2
⌊
log x
log g
⌋∣∣∣∣ (g − 1)4
⌊
log x
log g
⌋
. (15)
Lemma 4 in [6] shows that the number of positive integers n x not satisfying estimate (15) is
 x1−c4/ log log x, (16)
where c4 is a positive constant depending on g . Thus, we certainly have
#M(x) = x+ O (x(log x)−1/2).
Let n ∈ M(x). We will show that there exists a multiple kn of it such that sg(kn) K sg(n).
By Lemma 6, an  z0. Thus, sg(an)  g log z0/ log g = g(log x)3/4/ log g and an < gT , where T =
1 + log z0/ log g. Next, we choose a ﬁxed integer  0, where 0 is deﬁned by Lemma 7. By this
lemma, there exists ( j1, . . . , j) ∈ {0, . . . , tg(bn) − 1} such that
∑
m=1
g jm ≡ 0 (mod bn).
Since gtg (bn) ≡ 1 (mod bn), we also have
U =
∑
m=1
g jm+mTtg (bn) ≡ 0 (mod bn),
and the exponents of the nonzero digits of U are distinct. Furthermore, anU is a multiple of n such
that
sg(anU ) = sg(an)  (log x)3/4 < K−1sg(n)
for x large enough.
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anU =
∑
0iT−1
1m
ci g
i+ jm+mTtg (bn) (17)
and
i + jm +mTtg(bn) = i′ + jm′ +m′T tg(bn) ⇒ m =m′ and so i = i′.
Hence, the exponents in (17) are distinct. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
As we have already mentioned, it is possible to replace the upper bound x(log x)−1/2 on the cardi-
nality of the set of exceptional positive integers n x by x(log x)−α0 for any α0 ∈ (0,1) by taking
y0 = exp
(
(log x)α0
)
, z0 = exp
(
(log x)β0
)
,
y1 = exp
(
(log x)α1
)
, z1 = exp
(
(log x)β1
)
,
with 0< α1 < β1 <α0 < β0 < 1. We do not enter into such details.
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